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Warm Greetings from
Dusit International
Welcome to Dusit Pulse – Bringing you
essential updates from the heart of our business

T

he only constant in life and business is change.
At Dusit International, we believe success belongs
to those who not only embrace change – but who
strive to create positive change themselves.
From securing top leadership talent at Dusit HQ, to rolling
out new products, services, and experiences group-wide,
this issue of Dusit Pulse explores some of the changes
that have taken place recently across our company – and
how, most importantly, these have been strategically
planned and executed to deliver enduring value for all
stakeholders.
First, we are delighted to introduce you to our new Chief
Operating Officer, Mr Gilles Cretallaz, who joined our
company in early June after taking over the reins from
Mr Lim Boon Kwee, who retired from the position in May
after almost nine years of service with Dusit (see page 4).

Demonstrating our commitment to tapping into the
fast-growing tourism wellness market – which the Global
Wellness Institute predicts to grow annually by approximately 10% to reach USD 1.1 trillion in 2025 – we highlight
how Dusit’s new wellness concept, Devarana Wellness,
is resulting in new guest experiences that raise both
perceived and experienced value at our properties – with
Dusit Thani Hua Hin serving as a fine example of the
concept in action (page 6).

its associated franchise business (page 12). How does
this impact our hotel business? Well, the factory’s flexible
production processes can be easily adjusted and scaled
to deliver not only baked goods for the mass market, but
also bespoke items for the high-end market too. This ties
into our vision to optimise food quality and production
costs within the Dusit group, including Dusit Hotels and
Resorts. So, it’s very much a precursor for other exciting
updates to come.

We also take this opportunity to shine the light on the
recent expansion and ongoing evolution of our food
business, Dusit Foods, which has signed an agreement to
acquire a state-of-the-art baking factory in Thailand and

Keeping on the subject of food, we are delighted to provide
an update on our upcoming Bangkok-based project, The
Food School (page 14). This unique joint venture will offer
experiential training in Italian, Japanese, and Thai cuisines
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This issue
in numbers
– plus exclusive incubation services for food and beverage
startups – in a state-of-the-art facility catering to the latest
culinary trends.
And speaking of trends, we reveal how our ultra-luxury residential
projects – Dusit Residences and Dusit Parkside – are set to meet
the needs of modern
urbanites to offer a
whole new standard
of luxe city living
when they open their
doors as part of the
USD 1.37 billion Dusit
Central Park project
Dusit Residences
in Q3 2025 (page 16).
Keeping abreast of industry and consumer trends to drive
sustainable business requires, of course, up-to-date insight into
the latest business movements. To enable this, our executive team
regularly attends key international tourism and travel tradeshows
– physically and virtually – to promote our properties and business
units to a global audience, expand and leverage our already
strong network of industry professionals, and glean the latest
market information.
Our latest trip, to the Arabian Travel Market 2022, is outlined on
page 22. Returning after a temporary hiatus due to COVID-19,
the event proved an excellent barometer of the positive recovery
our industry is set to experience. And with global restrictions
easing and international travel resuming, we look forward to
more events like this to come.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue of Dusit Pulse and find the
information helpful and informative. Please let us know if there
are any topics you would like to see featured in a future issue.
We would be delighted to explore this for you.
Thank you for your continued and much-appreciated support.
Graciously yours,
Suphajee Suthumpun,
Group CEO
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1.1 trillion
According to the Global Wellness
Institute, the wellness tourism market is
expected to reach USD 1.1 trillion in 2025.
(Page 6)

3,200
The Food School occupies 3,200 sq m
of thoughtfully designed space set over
three floors at the new Creative & Startup
Village in Bangkok’s Sam Yan district.
(Page 14)

69
The ultra-luxury Dusit Residences and
Dusit Parkside will be housed in an
impressive 69-storey tower at the heart
of Dusit Central Park. (Page 16)

55
Dusit Foods has concluded an agreement
to acquire a 55% stake in Port Royal
Company Limited and its associated
Bonjour Bakery Asia franchise business.
(Page 12)

30
Dusit’s new COO, Mr Gilles Cretallaz,
brings to the role more than 30 years of
experience leading luxury, renowned,
and iconic hotels for the Accor group.
(Page 4)
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Introducing Dusit’s new
Chief Operating Officer

– Gilles Cretallaz
Seasoned professional brings to the role more than
30 years of experience leading luxury and iconic properties.
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usit’s new COO, Mr Gilles Cretallaz, is
now officially onboard after taking over
the reins from Mr Lim Boon Kwee, who
retired from the position in May 2022 after
almost nine years of service with the company.
With a strong track record for formulating
and implementing strategies to drive brand
evolution, increase market share, guide
sustainable development, introduce
award-winning F&B concepts, and
boost guest and customer satisfaction,
Mr Cretallaz brings to the role more than 30
years of experience leading luxury, renowned,
and iconic hotels for the Accor group across
Turkey, China, and Southeast Asia.

I look forward to
liaising closely
with our esteemed
owners to position
each property for
maximum revenue
generation and
enhanced market
competitiveness as
we expand our
operations
globally and seek
new ways to
enhance our
business in the
new normal.”

During his illustrious career, he has overseen
pre-opening, rebranding, and operations
for hotels under renowned Accor brands,
such as Sofitel, Fairmont, and Raffles.
This includes, amongst others, serving as
Regional General Manager – Accor North
Vietnam, and General Manager for the iconic,
award-winning Sofitel Legend Metropole
Hanoi. He also conceptualised ‘So,’ Accor’s
first playful luxury brand, and established the
brand in Thailand as General Manager of the
unique Sofitel So Bangkok.
Expanding his scope regionally, internationally,
and across brand segments, he was appointed
Director of Operations Sofitel Luxury
Hotels – Thailand and Singapore, and later
promoted to Vice President Operations
Upscale and Luxury Segments for Thailand,
Vietnam, Japan, Korea, Cambodia, Laos,
Myanmar, the Philippines, and the Maldives.
In his most recent role, he was Senior Vice
President Operations – Southeast Asia,
responsible for leading Accor’s Bangkok Office
and overseeing the operations of 150
highly-rated and prestigious hotels – including
nine distinct brands – across Thailand,
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar.
In his new role for Dusit International, Mr
Cretallaz will be responsible for overseeing
the financial and operational responsibilities
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of Dusit’s hotel business unit, including all
Dusit Hotels and Resorts, ASAI Hotels,
Elite Havens, White Label properties, and
condominiums/residences under Property
Management, at both corporate and property
levels.
“I am honoured and delighted to join the
talented team at Dusit International and
contribute to the company’s vision to uniquely
deliver Thai-inspired, gracious hospitality to
the world,” said Mr Cretallaz. “Drawing on my
extensive experience in overseeing hotel
operations, brand evolution, property
development, and sales and marketing, I very
much look forward to helping drive sustainable
expansion of our operations in existing and
emerging markets, establishing new groupwide synergies to maximise growth potential,
and introducing new products, services, and
experiences to enrich the guest and customer
experience in line with the four pillars of Dusit
Graciousness.
“I also look forward to liaising closely with our
esteemed owners to position each property
for maximum revenue generation and
enhanced market competitiveness as we
expand our operations globally and seek new
ways to enhance our business in the new
normal.”
Fluent in French and English, Mr Cretallaz
holds an Advanced Certificate in Hotel
Management from the Hotel Management
School of Lausanne, Switzerland; a BTS
Diploma from the Hotel Management School
of Toulouse, France; and a Baccalauréat
Technologique Diploma from the Hotel
Management School of Thonon-Les-Bains,
France.
During his time at Accor, Mr Cretallaz was
honoured to be nominated for, and receive,
numerous awards for his work. Among them:
the ‘Bernache Imagine’ Award – the highest
accolade within Accor – and the ‘Asian
Businessman Award,’ from the ASEAN
Capitals Business Forum.
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Unlocking the
value of wellness
beyond the spa
rewards guests,
customers, and
owners alike
New wellness-focused activities, services, and facilities at Dusit Thani Hua Hin
demonstrate Dusit’s commitment to rolling out new exciting and meaningful
experiences at its properties to create sustainable value for all stakeholders.

...

Mr Paul Hawco,
Corporate Director of Wellness

Dusit
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usit’s vision to deliver experiential well-being at
Dusit Hotels and Resorts worldwide came to the
fore last year when the company introduced a new
group-wide wellness concept, Devarana Wellness, and
began rolling out new experiences, services, and activities
designed to enhance the mental and physical well-being
of guests beyond Dusit’s traditional hotel spa offerings.
The latest property to benefit from this holistic, group-wide
approach is the renowned Dusit Thani Hua Hin resort in
Thailand’s popular seaside city of Hua Hin. Following a
slew of significant recent upgrades – including, among
them, a complete renovation of all guest rooms and
suites, and a stylish redesign of the large central pool to
create a new sanctuary by the sea – the beachside resort
is now elevating the guest experience even further with
the addition of new wellness-focused activities, services,
and facilities under the healthy banner of Devarana Wellness.
Following a three-pronged deceleration methodology
based on the three key principles of ‘Pause,’ ‘Focus,’ and
‘Growth,’ Devarana Wellness uniquely weaves well-being
elements throughout the entire guest experience at Dusit
Thani Hua Hin.

Dusit

From micro-experiences such as the provision of carefully
curated self-care and grooming kits, to memorable wellness
workshops, in-room pillow menus, healthy menus in its
restaurants, the introduction of resident high-performance
coaches, and special well-being-focused retreats for
families, couples, and business and leisure travellers, the
wellness concept covers various key touchpoints to meet
the aspirational health needs of guests – and provide the
luxurious feeling that comes from de-stressing, detoxing,
and getting a good night’s sleep.
“There’s no doubt that wellness is big business,” says Mr
Paul Hawco, Corporate Director of Wellness, Dusit International. “Following the global pandemic, more people
than ever are paying close attention to their health – physically
and mentally. In fact, the Global Wellness Institute (GWI)
predicts the wellness economy to grow on average 9.9%
each year – with the wellness tourism market reaching
USD 1.1 trillion in 2025, which is very encouraging indeed.
“This fast-rising market obviously offers huge potential
for our properties. And by exploring all opportunities to
delight our guests and customers with exciting and meaningful
experiences beyond our traditional spas, we will be best
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positioned to tap into this market to create enduring
value for all stakeholders while having a deep and
positive impact on people’s lives.”
At Dusit Thani Hua Hin, this strategy translates into
a complimentary programme of mindful and physical
activities such as meditation, forest bathing, Muay
Thai, Kaoshikii dance, full moon yoga on the beach,
and Family Day Retreats.
The resort also offers wellness on-demand via an
exclusive series of videos produced by, and starring,
emotional well-being coach and educator Cat Lau,
who guides viewers through Devarana meditation
and yoga sessions filmed on the golden sands of Hua
Hin beach. Guests can enjoy these relaxing sessions
at their leisure on their in-room TV. The videos will be
made available at all Dusit Hotels and Resorts soon.
More wellness-focused activities and experiences
are available at Dusit Thani Hua Hin’s newly launched
Devarana Wellness centre.
Occupying what was formerly the resort’s
award-winning Devarana Spa – now rebranded as
Devarana Wellness – the renovated centre features
a modern, elegant design that exudes sophisticated
warmth and comfort. It comprises a luxurious spa,
a well-equipped gym, tranquil lounge areas, an
outdoor reflection pool, tennis and squash courts,
and beautifully manicured gardens for meditation
sessions, sound baths, personalised workouts, and
other relaxing and rejuvenating experiences. Every
treatment at the spa becomes an experience, with
full-day access to steam room, sauna, and Jacuzzi.
“Wellness with Dusit is not only about a singular
interaction or service; it is thoughtfully and
seamlessly integrated across the entire guest
experience to help our guests ‘Pause,’ ‘Focus,’ and
‘Grow,’ and ultimately achieve a calmer, happier
state,” says Mr Hawco. “As you can see from the
activities on offer at Dusit Thani Hua Hin, it doesn’t
always require a big investment or large facility to
have a meaningful impact. Simply leveraging space
in new ways following our new Devarana Wellness
concept can provide a transformative and memorable
experience for guests – and one they want to return
to time and again.”

Dusit
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To roll-out the new Devarana Wellness concept at Dusit
Hotels and Resorts worldwide, Mr Hawco is now working
closely with the General Managers in each location to
develop localised and fully tailored plans to ensure the
wellness elements introduced are right for each property
and their respective target markets.
“The aim is to ultimately leverage each hotel’s available
space and facilities to enhance the sense of care we
are known for, actively engage our communities, and
have a healthy impact on business by further elevating

Dusit

our competitive advantage,” says Mr Hawco. “In fact,
as wellness becomes an increasingly important part of
the overall guest experience, the return on investment
should be highly rewarding – especially as in many cases
we can implement new wellness experiences, such as
the aforementioned micro-moments, at minimal cost,
while raising both perceived and experienced value at
our properties.”
As part of the global roll-out, Devarana Spa facilities at
Dusit Thani Laguna Singapore and Dusit Thani Maldives
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Wellness on the rise
Why focusing on well-being
makes for healthy business

USD 7 trillion
The wellness economy is expected to
reach nearly USD 7 trillion dollars in 2025.

USD 436 billion
Wellness tourism accounted for
USD 436 billion of the USD 4.4
trillion wellness economy in 2020.

USD 155 billion
The Global Wellness Institute projects
that spa revenues will recover quickly to
pre-pandemic levels and will reach USD
151 billion in 2025.

177%
Domestic wellness tourists spent USD
619 per trip in 2020, 177% more than
the average domestic tourist.
have already been rebranded as Devarana Wellness.
Other Devarana Spas around the world will follow suit
throughout the year. All Namm Spas, meanwhile, will
retain their name and distinctive branding, but with
enhanced holistic treatments and specially tailored
wellness touchpoints woven throughout the guest
experience in line with the Devarana Wellness concept.

35%
International wellness tourists
on average spent USD 1,601 per
trip in 2020, 35% more than the
typical international tourist.

Source: Global Wellness Institute
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Dusit expands food
business in Thailand
Strategic investment in well-established baking factory
and franchise business is part of the company’s vision to
optimise food quality and production costs within the group
– and develop new streams of recurring revenue.

D

usit’s dedicated food business unit, Dusit Foods,
has bolstered its food business portfolio in
Thailand by concluding an agreement to acquire
a 55% stake in Port Royal Company Limited, a state-ofthe-art baking factory producing French-style pastry
products, and its associated Bonjour Bakery Asia
franchise business, comprising more than 50 branches
across Thailand and one branch in China.
The strategic upstream investment has been carried
out in line with Dusit’s vision to optimise food quality and
production costs within the Dusit group, seize new opportunities for growth, and develop new streams of recurring
revenue in food business. It will serve as a springboard
to develop Port Royal’s OEM model to provide new B2B
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services and expand Bonjour Bakery’s franchise business
domestically and internationally.
As part of the acquisition, Dusit Foods, Port Royal, and
Bonjour Bakery Asia will establish a new joint venture
named Bonjour Bakery Asia Company Limited to
maximise synergies and drive sustainable growth.
“This strategic acquisition is the latest significant development in the continued evolution of our food business,”
said Ms Suphajee Suthumpun, Group CEO, Dusit.
“Following our previous investment in NR Instant
Produce Company Limited (NRF), which we sold to excellent
returns as part of a strategic divestment when NRF was
listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand, we knew
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we would need to reinvest in the manufacturing side of
food business to achieve our vision of standardising our
products and optimising production costs for our food
business – including seeking opportunities to standardise
high quality recipes for Dusit Hotels in Thailand and
abroad.
“When the opportunity to invest in Port Royal and Bonjour
Bakery arose, we did not hesitate. Not only will this
investment help us to meet the aforementioned goals,
but it will also open many doors for potential growth –
internally, externally, domestically, and internationally
– and ultimately bring new recurring streams of revenue
to our company.”
Ms Suthumpun said that Port Royal’s state-of-the-art
facility in the Eastern Seaboard Industrial Estate
(Rayong), equipped with the latest baking technology,
plus its team of seasoned professionals and established logistics and distribution network were key
elements behind Dusit’s decision to invest.
“In addition to employing advanced technology for
maximum efficiency, Port Royal’s distinguishing feature
is its experienced team specialised in designing flexible
production processes that can be easily adjusted and
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scaled to deliver not only baked goods for the mass
market, but also bespoke items for the high-end market
too, depending on requirements,” said Ms Suthumpun.
“Port Royal’s comprehensive logistics network also
ensures goods can be swiftly and efficiently distributed
to B2B customers nationwide, which offers excellent
growth potential.”
Dusit’s past investments in food business include
Epicure Catering Company Limited, a leading provider of
quality food services to international schools in Southeast
Asia; The Caterers Joint Stock Company (The Caterers),
a leading catering company for schools and events in
Vietnam; and KAUAI, a global healthy restaurant chain
from South Africa that has penetrated the Thai market
as part of a joint venture with Dusit Foods.
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The Food School
all set for full Q4
opening in Bangkok
A strategic shift in the opening date has only
whet more appetites for Thailand’s first academy
of gastronomy with business incubation facilities
– with the first phase slated to launch this July.

D

usit’s vision to build the next generation of
talent in a responsible, progressive, and
sustainable way is about to transform
Thailand’s culinary landscape in the form of The
Food School – a unique joint venture offering experiential training in Italian, Japanese, and Thai cuisines
– plus exclusive incubation services for food and
beverage startups – in a state-of-the-art facility in
Bangkok.
Originally slated to open earlier this year, but strategically
shifted to Q4 to capitalise on the wider opening of
the country, The Food School brings together three
globally recognised institutions – including Dusit’s
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own Dusit Thani College; Japan’s renowned Tsuji
Culinary Institute; and ALMA. It boasts 3,200 sq m
of thoughtfully designed space set over three floors
at the new Creative & Startup Village in Bangkok’s
Sam Yan district (only a 10-minute walk from Dusit’s
corporate headquarters).
Equity partners in the THB 336 million development,
alongside Dusit, include Glowfish Co-Working Space
(under Heritage Estates Co., Ltd.); Allied Metals, one
of Asia’s leading suppliers of professional kitchens
and kitchen infrastructure; and La Scuola Internazionale
di Cucina Italiana (ALMA), recognised as the world’s
leading education and training centre for Italian cuisine.
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Here are just a few of the highlights.
Next-gen learning for all
The Food School is the first mover in the
market to offer multi-cuisine training and
business incubation all under one roof.
From the ground up, the school has been
specially designed to provide an innovative,
progressive and experiential learning
environment for young professionals, keen
amateurs, career-switchers, and entrepreneurs seeking to get the best possible start
for their food and beverage businesses.
Modules in Thai cuisine, Japanese cuisine,
Italian cuisine, and bakery will all be available.

Sustainable at its core
Alongside sourcing sustainable produce
directly from selected farms throughout
Thailand, The Food School is taking every
measure to limit its environmental impact
with energy-efficient production processes
and optimised layouts. What’s more, it
aims to be the first waste-free culinary
school in the world.
Driving innovation
The Food School’s unique entrepreneurial
incubator platform, The Test Kitchen,
will offer facilities for product testing
and experimentation; business planning
services; professional coaching and
mentorship from renowned local chefs;
and exclusive opportunities to get financial
support from investors during specially
arranged pitching sessions.
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A community dining room, meanwhile, will
serve as a venue for students, instructors,
locals, visitors, mentors and mentees to
exchange ideas and evaluate new concepts.
A great place
for a coffee
and a snack
In mid-July,
The Food
School will
open its ground-floor coffee shop and
bakery to the public. Not only will this serve
as an exciting new hangout for the area’s
denizens, but it will also serve as a great
platform to recruit students to The Food
School’s various courses and programmes.
After all, who can resist the aroma of freshly
baked croissants and irresistible java?
Bringing value to the broader community
The Food School aims to create a vibrant,
dynamic and collaborative ecosystem that
brings together Thailand’s food community
to drive positive social, environmental, and
economic developments in the food and
beverage industry at large – and develop
future talent in the most progressive,
responsible, and sustainable way possible.
Stay tuned for more information in a future
issue of Dusit Pulse.
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Luxury living on the rise:

Dusit Residences
and Dusit Parkside
Our special series on Dusit Central Park continues with a closer
look at the first Dusit-branded ultra-luxury residences in Thailand –
set to open as part of the USD 1.37 billion mixed-use project in 2025.
In the previous issue of Dusit Pulse, we showcased
how Dusit Central Park – Dusit’s landmark mixed-use
project opposite the green expanse of Lumpini Park
in the heart of Bangkok – will serve as a bastion of
sustainable design and green living in the city. We also
highlighted how this will be manifested, most notably,
in a sprawling Roof Park featuring a stunning cascading
‘Sky Garden’ design inspired by the waterfall gardens
and distinctive heritage of the original flagship Dusit
Thani Bangkok hotel.
In this issue, ahead of our upcoming feature on the
reimagined Dusit Thani Bangkok, we are delighted to
shine the spotlight on Dusit Residences and Dusit
Parkside – two distinctive ultra-luxury branded
residential spaces housed in one impressive tower
to capture two distinct lifestyle segments.
A key selling point of the residences – alongside the
prime location, contemporary design, and premium
facilities – is Dusit’s unique brand of Thai-inspired
gracious hospitality. In fact, Dusit Property Management will leverage Dusit’s rich experience in operating
leading hotels and resorts worldwide to offer five-star
standards of service to enhance the overall living
experience.

Company Limited – a collaboration between OMA
Asia (Hong Kong) Ltd. and Architects 49 International
Co., Ltd. (A49). Every effort has been made to provide
function and form that offers utmost convenience,
comfort, security, peace, and privacy, while also
promoting the well-being of residents.
The architect’s scrupulous attention to detail includes
ensuring esteemed residents enjoy unobstructed,
leafy views of neighbouring Lumpini Park, and easy
access to a wide range of lifestyle facilities. Among
them: an infinity pool, jet pool, shower room, changing
room, steam room, sauna, fitness centre, yoga room,
sky lounge, kids’ play area, and private dining rooms.
Other creative partners in the project include P49
Deesign and Associates, which is responsible for interior
design and room layouts; and GRID & CO., which has
overseen the design of the common area, including
a health and wellness centre that will offer curated
consultations, beauty treatments, and more.
The partners’ resident-centric approach takes into
consideration the functionality of each space to best
meet the needs of modern urbanites while also taking
inspiration from the heyday of the original Dusit Thani
Bangkok hotel.

The sleek and impressive architectural design of the
69-storey residential tower was created by Dragon

Dusit
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Celebrating the luxe lifestyle:

Dusit Parkside

Spanning the 9th to 29th floors of the residential
tower and totalling 246 units, Dusit Parkside is
set to celebrate luxury living while meeting the
needs of modern urbanites, next-gen movers and
shakers, and compact families with smart, stylish,
and functional spaces spanning from 55 to 115
square metres.
The units feature one to two bedrooms, as a simplex,
duplex, or special size, and come equipped with
premium kitchenware and luxury sanitary ware
from renowned international brands. Like Dusit
Residences, residents of Dusit Parkside will also
benefit from the distinctive management services
of Dusit Property Management.

Dusit
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Luxury living on a high:

Dusit Residences

Each exquisite space will feature modern Asian furniture
and natural materials that symbolise ‘Thainess,’ plus
premium kitchenware and luxury sanitary ware from
renowned international brands. Living rooms will have
an impressive ceiling height of up to 6.6 metres, and
the feeling of space will be enhanced by breathtaking
panoramic views of Lumpini Park and the city skyline.

Dusit Parkside

A private lift lobby for all residents will add to the urban
sanctuary-like feel of this premium, inner-city address.

Dusit Residences

Located on the 30th to 69th floors, Dusit Residences
is set to offer ultra-luxury living at its finest for
Bangkok-based executives and large families seeking
maximum comfort and convenience. The 160 units
range from 120 to 700 square metres and house
between two to four bedrooms. Penthouse suites are
also on offer as a simplex or duplex.

Dusit
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A new icon emerges

Dusit Thani Bangkok

The first phase of Dusit Central Park, including the
reimagined Dusit Thani Bangkok hotel, is expected to
open in early 2024. Central Park Department Store,
Central Park Offices Building, and the Roof Park are
slated to open in mid-2024, with Dusit Residences and
Dusit Parkside following in Q3 2025.
For more information about the project, please visit
dusitresidences.com / dusitcentralpark.com

Dusit
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From hotels to high-rise condos –
How Dusit is making its mark in Bangkok
Ahead of taking on management duties for Dusit Residences
and Dusit Parkside in Bangkok, Dusit is already making its
mark in the high-rise condominium management segment
with a series of signed and upcoming projects for luxury
developers in the city.
In early June, this included successfully launching
management services for The Sukhothai Residences, a
luxury condominium on Sathorn Road.
While a newcomer in the condominium management field,
Dusit successfully beat off competition from many established companies to win the contract. The project’s juristic
committee was particularly impressed by Dusit’s rich
expertise and experience in global hotel management, as
well as the company’s unique brand of Thai-inspired
gracious hospitality.
Opening the door to a potentially lucrative new line of
business, Dusit has also already signed to provide property
management services for COCO Parc Managed by Dusit
Hospitality Services, an upcoming luxury residential project
being developed by Ananda Development Public Company;
as well as consultancy and training services for Altitude
Development and Origin Property PLC, for projects being
developed in Bangkok.
All condominium projects will be managed by Dusit Property
Management, under Dusit Hospitality Services.
One of the key success drivers of Dusit Property Management is its team of highly-skilled, experienced, and motivated
staff members across all critical positions – from engineering,
operations, and finance to concierge and wellness – ensuring
condominium residents experience and benefit from unique
five-star services.
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Dusit drives new
B2B opportunities
for its properties with
strong showing
at the Arabian
Travel Market 2022
Company representatives highlighted Dusit’s exciting
new products, services, and experiences at the four-day
event, held in May at the Dubai World Trade Centre.
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D

usit’s commitment to unlocking business
potential for all its properties includes
attending the world’s most significant travel
trade shows to gain valuable market knowledge,
network with key industry players, and build strong
relationships that drive sustainable success.

Elite Havens was also represented at ATM for the
first time, giving visitors a unique opportunity to
discover more about the company’s bespoke
services and private sanctuaries in awe-inspiring
locations across India, Indonesia, Japan, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, and the Maldives.

With these objectives in mind, a team of Dusit
executives travelled to the Arabian Travel Market
2022 – which returned in May as a live, in-person
event after a temporary hiatus due to COVID-19 –
to share details about Dusit’s group-wide response
to the global pandemic and how the company has
reimagined its unique brand of Thai-inspired gracious
hospitality to deliver not only short-term financial
improvement, but also longer-term value creation
by providing additional convenience, experience,
and value for guests.

“With COVID restrictions easing and the world
beginning to travel again, we returned to ATM
with much excitement this year,” said Mr Kumar.
“Alongside celebrating our strong presence in the
MENA region, we were delighted to use the platform
to showcase how we have reimagined our services
for the new normal. We also brought attention to
our exciting and unique developments in hospitality
education, food business, property development,
and hospitality-related services, which add to our
competitive advantage.”

Led by Mr Prateek Kumar, Senior Vice President
– Operations, Dusit International, and General
Manager of the renowned Dusit Thani Dubai hotel,
the delegation included representatives from Dusit
Hotels and Resorts Thailand, Dusit Thani Maldives,
Dusit Thani Dubai, Dusit Thani Abu Dhabi, Dusit
Thani LakeView Cairo, and dusitD2 Naseem Resort
Jabal Akhdar, Oman.

Up next – from 19 to 21 October at Marina Bay
Sands, Singapore – Dusit will attend Asia’s largest
travel showcase, ITB Asia, where Dusit’s new
COO Gilles Cretallaz will appear as a special guest
speaker live on stage. For more information, please
visit itb-asia.com.
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